Tentative Policy Linking Development and Piloting Timeline

2020

- **April 2020**
  - Revised Policy Linking Toolkit, Slides, Workshop Materials, and GPF
    - Revised toolkit, GPF, and materials.

- **June 2020**
  - Revised Quality Assurance Policy with TOR for Governance Body
    - Second draft of the Quality Assurance Policy based on Working Group feedback.
  - Draft Policy Linking Training
    - Draft training slides and materials created.

- **July 2020**
  - Kenya Pilot
    - Kenya pilot with EGRA and their national assessment in English and Kiswahili for Grades 2 and 3.

- **August 2020**
  - Training Pilot and Workshop Pilots in Ghana, Djibouti, and for the CLAN
    - The World Bank will run a remote pilot in Ghana; USAID will run a pilot in Djibouti; DFID will run a pilot with the CLAN to test the policy linking methodology and tools.
  - Final Evaluation Report
    - Evaluation report and recommendations finalized.

- **September 2020**
  - Comparison of Policy Linking and Statistical Linking
    - UIS will run the Rosetta Stone methodology in one country (likely Colombia) alongside policy linking and will also compare what happens when they run two policy linking workshops back-to-back with different panelists.

- **October 2020**
  - Final Policy Linking Toolkit, Workshop Materials, Global Proficiency Framework, Training Materials, Quality Assurance Policy, and 4.1.1 Quality Assurance Panel set up
    - All policy linking tools and materials finalized.

- **November 2020**
  - Final Policy Linking Development and Piloting Timeline

- **December 2020**
  - Countries Begin to Conduct Workshops and Report